Introducing US Bank’s Bold New Security Look
EMV Chips Cards 101
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• What EMV is and how chip cards work
• Why and when chip cards are coming to the U.S.
• How chip cards will affect your organization and cardholders
• What you can do to ensure a smooth migration
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Commonly Asked Questions about Visa Chip & Pin Credit Cards
1. What is a State Issued Visa Chip & Pin Card and what are the benefits?
A Chip & PIN card is a credit card with a microchip embedded in it. The chip is encrypted
and provides enhanced security and protection to help safeguard against fraud. When used with chipenabled terminals, the system validates the chip and the PIN, helping to ensure a more secure transaction.
The addition of a PIN provides an extra layer of security above and beyond the chip as only you know your
PIN.

2. Why are Chip & PIN cards more secure?
The enhanced security of a Chip & PIN card comes from the chip itself as it is encrypted and employs a
range of security features and measures that work in concert with each other to create a multi-layered
defense against card fraud. When Chip & PIN cards are used at chip-enabled terminals, the transaction
system identifies the cardholder through the Chip and the PIN. The enhanced security features of Chip &
PIN cards make them virtually impossible to replicate and therefore less likely to be a target for criminals.

3. Are Visa chip cards safer to use than magnetic stripe cards?
All Visa cards are safe, and offer protection from unauthorized use of your card or account
information. Visa chip technology offers another layer of security when used at a chip-reading
terminal, because it generates a unique, one-time code that is needed for each transaction to be
approved.

4. Will my state issued U.S. Bank Chip & PIN Visa Credit Card still contain a magnetic stripe?
It will take time for all merchants, stores and restaurants to be set up with chip-enabled terminals. To
ensure the U.S. Bank Chip & PIN Visa card continues to be accepted everywhere, it will contain a
magnetic stripe in addition to the chip. You can therefore expect to experience two types of transactions
with your U.S. Bank Chip & PIN Visa card for some time to come.

Swipe and Sign - when you make a transaction at a non-chip enabled terminal with your U.S. Bank
Chip & PIN credit card, the magnetic stripe is swiped and an authorized signature will be required on the
receipt
 Chip & PIN - the credit card is inserted and left in the terminal as you input your PIN for validation and for the
duration of the transaction

5. How do U.S. Bank Chip & PIN Visa Credit Cards work for transactions made online or over the
telephone?
Transactions made online or over the telephone with your U.S. Bank Chip & PIN Visa Credit Card should be
conducted the same way as with your current card. This may include using the three-digit verification
code on the back of the card. Never disclose your PIN to anyone, even if it's requested to complete a
transaction - whether in person, online (via email or the Internet), or by phone.

6. Will all merchants know how to process a Chip & PIN transaction?
When a merchant terminal is upgraded to accept a Chip & PIN transaction, they will receive training from
the terminal provider. Although the transaction process is straightforward when the terminal prompts
are followed, it is a change that will take time for everyone to get used to. Many merchants employ a
wide variety of full and part-time staff who may receive varying levels of training. At first your
transaction may take longer for them to complete, so your patience in these situations is appreciated.
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